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Mishna:  

• The Mishna discusses the bracha we make when experiencing something praiseworthy (i.e. seeing a place 
where nisim were performed for klal yisrael, a place where A’Z was uprooted); the brachos for natural events 
and phenomena (i.e. a shooting star, earthquakes, mountains, the Yam HaGadol, etc.); the brachos for good 
and bad news; and the bracha for new developments (i.e. new house, new clothes). 

• One makes a bracha on good occurrences that could include some bad, and bad that could include some good. 

• If one prays for something that already occurred, it is a Tefilas Shav (i.e. praying for a son when the mother is 
more than 40 days pregnant, hearing a cry in the city and praying it did not occur in one’s house.) 

• When entering a city, make a bracha when entering and when leaving. Ben Azzai says to make 4 brachos. 2 
upon entering (one to give thanks for the past and one to pray for the future) and the same 2 upon exiting. 

• One should make a bracha for the “good” and a bracha for the “bad,” to include both his Yetzer Tov and Rah; 
one should praise Hashem with all their nefesh and meodecha (wealth). Another interpretation of meodecha, 
you should thank Hashem for everything he gives you (good or bad.) 

• One should not behave in a lighthearted manner near the eastern gate of the Har Habayis and should treat 
the Har Habayis with respect (i.e. don’t bring your money belt, etc., don’t make it a shortcut, and don’t spit.) 

• In the Beis Hamikdash, they would close brachos with the words Ad Haolam. When the Tzedukum used that to 
claim that there was only one world (i.e. no olam habaah), it was changed to Min Haolam v’Ad Haolam. 

• One should greet a friend using the Shem Hashem (there is support to this from incidents with Boaz & others) 
 
Gemara:  
• R Yochanan says the source to make a bracha on miracles is from Yisro’s response following krias yam suf. 
• For miracles that occur to many, everyone must make a bracha (even if it did not happen to them); if a miracle 

happened to an individual, only the individual needs to make a bracha 
• The Gemara lists places where miracles occurred & where we should make brachos if we see them, to include: 

o Where Bnai Yisrael crossed the Yam Suf and Yarden 
o The crossing of Nachlei Arnon where the Emori army, who planned to attack Bnai Yisrael¸ were 

crushed by two mountains coming together (due to the nes of the Aron flattening the earth.) 
o The stones of Elgavish, which refers to the hail that Moshe made stop in midair during barad and 

Yehoshua later made fall on top of the Emori army 
o The stone that Og wanted to throw on Bnai Yisrael but was unable to when ants ate through its 

middle and it fell around his neck. His teeth then extended, making him unable to remove it. Moshe 
(who was 10 amos), jumped 10 amos, and hit Og’s ankle with a 10 amah axe, killing him.    

o The rock Moshe sat on during the war with Amelek (when his arms were tired) 
o Lot’s wife (as a pillar of salt). One should say Dayan Haemes on Lot’s wife (who died) and a Baruch 

Zocher Tzadikim for Lot who was saved (on account of Avraham)  
o The walls of Yericho that were swallowed into the ground (because they were as wide as they were 

tall, the pasuk uses a lashon of fell, even though they were swallowed, which had the same effect.) 
• There are four people who bentch Gomel: 1) a person who crosses the sea, 2) a person who crosses 

wilderness, 3) a person who recovers from illness, and 4) a person who gets out of prison. 
o R Yehudai says, say the words Baruch Gomel Chasadim Tovim. Abayei says, it must be said in a 

minyan. Mar Zutrai says, two of the ten must be Rabbanan. It is a kasha if we need ten plus two 
rabbanan, or if the rabbanan are included in the initial ten. 

• We learn from an incident with R Yehuda that if others say Gomel, one can say Amen to fulfill his obligation 
 
Inspiration: 
• Avraham Avinu didn’t daven for a child since Sara didn’t have a womb and he thought that it would be a 

Tefilas Shav. This goes to show how great a miracle it was when Sara had a child. 
• The Magid of Mezritch was asked how is one mevarech al harah? He told them to ask R Zusha. When R Zusha 

was approached, he said, “I don’t know why you were told to ask me. I’ve never experienced bad in my life.” 
• Ksav Sofer - learn from Yisro to thank Hashem even on bad, as krias yam suf impacted his people/Egyptians. 


